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Editor’s Column 

The explosion of knowledge at the global hut due to technological dynamics has 

certainly redefined the very concept of education. The prevailing scenario of education--

especially higher education--has become a matter of study and analysis for the scholars and 

practitioners who have a craving desire to face changes and challenges. It is because we, the 

human beings, are endowed with the faculty of choice and a free will.  

Unlike other species, we are not programmed. We can make choices and use our free 

will to act and achieve our objectives. Despite the dramatic progress in ICT in education 

achieved so far at the school and college levels, much remains to be done: each country, to 

varying degrees, continues to struggle with issues of children out of school and illiterate 

youths and adults. Inequities in educational opportunities, quality of educational services and 

level of learning achievement persist by gender, rural/urban locality, ethnic background, and 

socioeconomic status.  

The quality of learning and the capacity to define and monitor this quality is lacking 

in most developing countries. The means and scope of education continue to be narrow and 

confined to historical models of delivery, and the use of other channels continues to be ad hoc 

and marginal. The increase in quantitative and qualitative demand for education is not 

matched by an increase in resources. 

At this juncture, it is safe to state that the polarity of views on the possibility of 

change is amazing. We, the publishers of Journal of research , are very much excited to view 

some aspects of these changes through scholarly articles contributed by august scholars and 

colleagues. The present issue contains papers with critical insight and analysis as well as 

systematic discussion and deliberation on various themes of language, literature, information 

technology, commerce and so on. We hope this will certainly be useful for the people who 

aspire change. 

        Chief-Editor 

                       Dr. Rajesh Shrimali 
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ÙäÑÊz Ðâ½ÕÈ áïÈ½ôÈ »çïÈä‘Ìä sÈçãÈ ð 
Ôë¼» - ÌÒÌâ áëÑ. vÒâÖ 
  Íä.áë¿.Åä. s»âëÔÓ 
  ÕÅâëÊÓâ  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ÍýsÈâÕÌâ ð 
  sÈçãÈ áëÃÔë Íý×ïÖâ áÌë ÍýâÉôÌâ áëÃÔë Ñâ½Çä. ÙäÑÊz Ðâ½ÕÈÌä sÈçãÈáâëÑâï 
ÕsÈçÈð sÈçãÈ ÈÉâ ÍýâÉôÌâáâë ÖçÐ½ ÖÑnÕÒ ÉÒâë Àë. sÈçãÈáâë hÊÒÌâ ÐâÕÌë vÒ»È »ÓÌâÓä áÌë 
ÐâÕ Á½âÅÌâÓä ÍÇ Àë. sÈçãÈáâëÑâï Ð½ÕâÌÌâ ½çÇâë, sÕ#Í, ÔäÔâ, ×ã»Èáâë áâãÊÌä áÌë»#Íë 
/ ÓäÈë Íý×ïÖâ »ÓÕâÑâï áâÕëÔ Àë, ÈëÑÁ ÖâÉë ÖâÉë ÑâëÜ, ÍýëÑ, ÍÓÑÍÊ, áãÕ¿Û ÓâÁÒ, Ðã»È 
Õ½ëÓëÌä Ñâ½Çä ÍÇ »ÓÕâÑâï áâÕëÔ Àë. áÓë! »çÈä‘ ÁëÕâ Èâë ãÕÍã^âÌä Ñâï½Çä ÍÇ »Óë Àë.(1) 
¼Óë¼ÓÈë ÍýÖï×ÌäÒ Àë.  
sÈçãÈÌä ÑÚÈâ ð 

    Ð»È Ð½ÕâÌÌâ ÍýëÑÑâ ÑÈ ÏÌäÌë Ð½ÕâÌÌä Áë sÈçãÈ »Óë Àë Èë Á Öâ¿ä sÈçãÈ. 
sÈçãÈÑâï Ð»È sÌëÚÍèÇô hÊÒÉä Ð½ÕâÌÌâ ½çÇ½âÌ, ÈëÑÌâ áìWÕÒô Õ½ëÓëÌä ÕâÈ »Óë Àë. ÙäÑÊz 
Ðâ½ÕÈ #Íä éYâÌÑâï sÈçãÈ #Íä ¼èÏ ÎèÔâë ã¼lÒâï Àë. Èë sÈçãÈáâëÌçï ÐâÕÍèÕô» ½âÌ áÌë áÉôÌçï 
ã¿ïÈÌ ÙäÑÊz Ðâ½ÕÈÌâ ÈâtÍÒôÌë ÖÑÁÕâ ÑâÃë áâÕSÒ» Á ÌãÚ ÍÓïÈç áãÌÕâÒô Àë. áâÕâë Àë 
ÙäÑÊz Ðâ½ÕÈÌä sÈçãÈáâëÌâë ÑãÚÑâ ! áâ sÈçãÈáâëÌä áÕ½ÇÌâ »ÓäÌë ÙäÑÊz Bââ½ÕÈ Ì ÖÑ‘ 
×»âÒ.  
ãÕØÒ ÍýÕë× ð 
  ÙäÑÊz Ðâ½ÕÈÑâï sÈçãÈáâëÌä ÖïKÒâ ËÇä Àë. ÙäÑÊz Ðâ½ÕÈÑâï 88 sÈçãÈáâë Àë. 
ÈëÑâï ËçýÕsÈçãÈ, ÍýÚÔâÊ sÈçãÈ, ÐäwÑsÈçãÈ, ÕöÝâÖçÓ¿ÈçðWÔâë»ä, »çïÈä sÈçãÈ Õ½ëÓë ¼èÏ Á Íý¿ãÔÈ 
Àë. »çïÈä sÈçãÈ »âïå» áÔ½ Á ÐâÕÉä áÌë Ñâï½ÇäÌä ÊãwÃÉä ÍýÖï×ÌäÒ Àë.  
ÍýÖï½ Òâ¿Ìâ ð 
  Ð½ÕâÌ Ùä»öwÇÌâ ÖâÓTÒÑâï ÍâïÅÕâë ÑÚâÐâÓÈÌâ ÒçDËÑâï ãÕÁÒÌë ÕÒâô áâÑ »ÓÕâ 
ÒâëgÒ Áë »âïå ÚÈçï Èë ÏËç ÍçÓç ÉÒçï ÁâÇäÌë ÍâÉôÖâÓãÉ Ùä»öwÇ DÕâÓ»â ÁÕâ ÑâÃë ÓÉâ#Æ ÉÒâ. tÒâÓë 
Ð½ÕâÌÌâ ÉÌâÓ ãÕÓÚÉä vÒâ»çÛ ÉÒëÔâï »çïÈäÑâÈâ ÙäÑÊz Ðâ½ÕÈÌâ ÍýÉÑ s»ïËÌâ áâÄÑâ 
áDÒâÒÌâ 18 Éä 43, áëÃÔë »ë 26 WÔâë»âëÑâï Ð½ÕâÌÌä sÈçãÈ »Óë Àë(2).  
 »çïÈä‘áë »ÓëÔä sÈçãÈ »çïÈäsÈçãÈ ÈÓä»ë áâëÛ¼âÒ Àë. »çïÈä‘áë Ð½ÕâÌ Ùä»öwÇ ÍâÖë »ÓëÔä 
áâ yââ¿Ìâ áë» ËÇä ãÕã×wÃ,ãÕÓÔ áÌë ÈëÉä DÒâÌ ÒâëgÒ ÍýâÉôÌâ Àë.  

1 
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 »çïÈä‘ Òâ¿Ìâ »Óë Àë -  

ãÍÍÊð ÖnÈç Ìð ×WÕÈÝ ÈÝ Á½Ê½çÓâë ó 

ÐÕÈâë Ê×ôÌï ÒtsÒâÊÍçÌÐôÕÊ×ôÌÑz óó(3) 

- ÙäÑÊz Ðâ½ÕÈð 1.8.25 
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áÉâôÈz- 

  “Úë Á½Êz½çr! áÑâÓâ ‘ÕÌÑâï ÖÕôÊâ Í½Ôë Í½Ôë ãÕÍã^âáâë áâÕÈä ÓÚë, »âÓÇ »ë 
ãÕÍã^âáâëÑâï Á áâÍnââï Ê×ôÌ ÉâÒ Àë áÌë áâÍÌâï Ê×ôÌ DÕâÓâ ÁnÑÑÓÇÌâ ¿k»ÓÑâïÉä Ñçã»È ÑÛë 
Àë.” 
 sÈçãÈÌâë áâÄÑâë WÔâë» »çïÈä‘Ìä ÙëÒ áÌë ÍýëÒÌä éïÅä ÖÑÁÌçï Ê×ôÌ »ÓâÕë Àë. áâ½Û ÕËçÑâï 
»Úë Àë »ë Ð½ÕâÌ, ãÕÍã^â »lÒâÇ ÈÓÎ ÊâëÓä ÁÌâÓä Àë, ÑâÃë áâÍ áÑÌë Å½Ôë Ìë Í½Ôë ãÕÍã^â Á 
áâÍâë, ÖâÉë ÖâÉë ÖïÍãÈ ×ä ÓäÈë ÙëÒÌä ãÕÓâëËä Àë Èë ÍÇ »çïÈä ÑâÈâ ÖÑÁâÕë Àë.  
 Ð½ÕâÌÌâï Ê×ôÌ DÕâÓâ Ñçã»È ÑÛë Èë Èâë ÖÑÁâÒ Àë. ÍÓïÈç ãÕÍã^âáâë DÕâÓâ, Êçð¼âë DÕâÓâ 
Ð½ÕâÌÌâ Ê×ôÌ ÉâÒ Àë  Èë »ëÕä ÓäÈë¬ Èâë Áâëåáë.  
 Ðâ½ÕÈ»âÓ Ð½ÕâÌ vÒâÖÊëÕ áâ ÍýÖï½ DÕâÓâ, áâ Òâ¿Ìâ DÕâÓâ ‘ÕÌÌçï áë» ½ÚÌ ÖtÒ 
áãÐvÒ»È »Óä ÓhÒâ Àë. áâ ÓÚsÒÌë ÖÑÁÕâ ÑâÃë Êçð¼ áëÃÔë ×çï ¬ ‘ÕÌÑâï Êçð¼ ×â ÑâÃë¬ ‘ÕÌ 
ãÕ»âÖ ÑâÃë Êçð¼Ìçï ÑèlÒ, Êçð¼Ìë ÁâëÕâ ÑâÃëÌâë ÒÉâÉô ÊãwÃ»âëÇ ×çï Àë Èë áâÍÇë ÖÑÁÕçï Áâëåáë.  

Áâë áâÍÇë áâ ÍýWÌâëÌâ é^âÓâë ÁâÇä ×»äáë Èâë »çïÈä‘Ìä sÈçãÈ/Òâ¿ÌâÌâ ÑèlÒÌë ÖÑ‘ ×»äáë– 
ÍýÉÑ – ‘ÕÌÌçï »ënÊ÷ áâÌïÊ Àë,  
  ÍÓÏýhÑ ÍÓÑâtÑâ Öãc¿ÊâÌïÊ sÕ#Í Àë. áâÌïÊ Èâë ÍÓÑâtÑâÌâë sÕ#Í½È ËÑô Àë. 
ÖÑ½ý ÖöãwÃ ÍÓÑâtÑâáë ÍâëÈâÌâ sÕ#ÍÑâïÉä ÔäÔâÉëô áÉâôÈz ÔäÔâÌâ áâÌïÊ ÑâÃë Ó¿ä Àë. 
ÍÓÑâtÑâÌâ sÕ#ÍÌçï, ÖöãwÃÌçï áÌë ÈëÉä ÑâÌÕ‘ÕÌÌçï »ënÊ÷ Á áâÌïÊ Àë. áâÍÇâ ã¿^âÑâï áâÌïÊ 
ÍýtÒë Áë ÈäÕý áâ»ôØÇ ÓÚë Àë, ÈëÌçï »âÓÇ áë Á Àë »ë áâÌïÊ áâÍÇçï sÕ#Í Àë, áâÍÇâ ‘ÕÌÌçï »ënÊ÷ 
Àë.  

ÏäÁç – Öçð¼ Êçð¼ ×çï Àë ¬ 
  ÖÑ½ý ‘ÕÌÖöãwÃÑâï »âëå ‘Õ áëÕâë ÌãÚ ÚâëÒ »ë ÁëÌë »ÒâÓëÒ Öçð¼ Êçð¼Ìâë áÌçÐÕ 
Ì ÉÒâë ÚâëÒ. ‘ÕÌë Öçð¼Êçð¼Ìä ÖïÕëÊÌâ Àë. ÑâÝ ÑÌçwÒÌë Á ÌãÚ, ÍÓïÈç Í×çï, Íï¼ä, ÁïÈç áÌë 
ÕÌsÍãÈ ÖöãwÃÌë ÍÇ Öçð¼Êçð¼Ìâë áÌçÐÕ ÉâÒ Àë ÑâÃë Ìä¿ë ÑçÁÏÌâ ÍýWÌâë ÁâÇä ÔëÕâ Á#Óä Àë.  
ÍýWÌ ð Öçð¼ áëÃÔë ×çï ¬ 
ÁÕâÏ ð Öç¼ áëÃÔë áÌç»çÛ ÍãÓãsÉãÈ ÍýtÒë ×ÓäÓÑÌÌâë sÕä»âÓâtÑ» ÍýãÈÐâÕ Öçð¼ áëÃÔë áÌç»çÛ 

ÖïÕëÊÌâ. ×ÓäÓ ÈÉâ ÑÌ áâÌïÊ áâÍë Àë ÈëÉä Öçð¼ áÌçÐÕâÒ Àë.  
ÍýWÌ ð Êçð¼ áëÃÔë ×çï ¬ 
ÁÕâÏ ð Êçð¼ áëÃÔë ÍýãÈ»çÛ ÍãÓãsÉãÈ ÍýtÒë ×ÓäÓ ÈÉâ ÑÌÌâë ásÕä»âÓâtÑ» ÍýãÈÐâÕ Êçð¼ áëÃÔë 

ÍýãÈ»çÛ ÖïÕëÊÌâ.  
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Öçð¼ áëÃÔë Áë Àë Èë ÏÓâÏÓ Àë, ÈëÕçï ÍýÑâÇÍÝ. 
Êçð¼ áëÃÔë Áë Àë Èë ÏÓâÏÓ ÌÉä, ÈëÉä áâÍÇä ÎãÓÒâÊ. Êçð¼ áëÃÔë áâÍÇä áïÊÓÉä éÄÈâë 
ÍãÓÕÈôÌ ÑâÃëÌâë Íç»âÓ.  
 Êçð¼ áâÍÇÌë áëÑ Öè¿Õë Àë »ë ÈÑâÓâ ‘ÕÌÑâï Áë Àë Èë ÏÓâÏÓ ÌÉä. ‘ÕÌ ×âëËÌÌä, 
‘ÕÌ ãÕ»âÖÌä áâÕSÒ»Èâ Àë.  
ÝäÁïç - Êçð¼Ìçï ãÕYâÒ» ÑèlÒ ð 
  áÞâÌÌçï áâÕÓÇ áâëÆä Ìë ã×Õ Á ‘Õ  ÏÌë Àë. ÍÓïÈç ‘ÕÌë ÍçÌð ã×Õ ÖçËä 
ÍÚâe¿ÕâÌçï Àë. ‘ÕÌä ã×ÕtÕ ÖçËäÌä áâ ÒâÝâ ÑâÃë Êçð¼ áë» áâÕSÒ»Á ÈtÕ Àë. Áâë ‘ÕÌÑâï 
Êçð¼ Ì ÚâëÒ Èâë áâÍÇä ãÕ»âÖÒâÝâ ×»Ò Ì ÏÌë. Êçð¼ ‘ÕÌÌë éDÕô½ãÈ ÑâÃë Ëk»âë ÑâÓë Àë. ÁÒâï 
ÖçËä ‘ÕÌ ÍâëÈâÌä ÑèÛÐèÈ, »ën¨sÉ ÏýhÑ¿ëÈÌâ ÍýâpÈ Ì »Óë tÒâï ÖçËä Êçð¼ ÁïÍäÌë ÏëÖÕâ ÊëÈçï ÌÉä.  
 Êçð¼ ÍãÓÕÈôÌ Ñâ½ÕâÌâë Íýâ»öãÈ» »äãÑÒâë Àë. áâ ‘ÕÌä ét®âïãÈ ÑâÃë, ‘ÕÌä ÍÓÑÈtÕ 
ÖçËäÌä ãÕ»âÖÒâÝâ ÑâÃë Êçð¼ Èâë Ð½ÕâÌ ÈÓÎÉä áâÍÇÌë ÑÛëÔçï ÕÓÊâÌ Àë. ÍÓÑâtÑâÌä ÖöãwÃÑâï 
»×çïÒë ãÌÓÉô» ÌÉä. Áë Àë Èë ÏËç ÚëÈç ÖÐÓ Àë, ÖâÉô» Àë. Êçð¼Ìçï ÍÇ ‘ÕÌÑâï »âïå» ãÕËâÒ» ÑèlÒ 
Àë, Èë áâÍÇÌë ½ÑÈçï ÌÉä ÀÈâï Èë ‘ÕÌÌë áë» ãÕã×wÃÈâ ÍýÊâÌ »Óë Àë.  

¿âëÉç – Êçð¼ áÌë áâDÒâãtÑ» ãÕ»âÖ ð 
  éÊâÚÓÇ ÈÓä»ë Ð½ÕâÌ ÏçDË, ÈëáâëÌä áâDÒâãtÑ» ÒâÝâÌâë ÍýâÓïÐ Êçð¼ Ê×ôÌ 
DÕâÓâ ÉÒâë Àë. áâ Êçð¼Ê×ôÌ DÕâÓâ ÈëÑÌë Êçð¼Ìä áâtÒïãÈ» ãÌÕöãÈÌâë Ñâ½ô ×âëËÕâÌä ÍýëÓÇâ ÑÛä 

Àë ãÌÕâôÇ ÍýâãpÈ ÍÀä ÈëÑÇë ¿âÓ áâÒôÖtÒâëÌä ËâëØÇâ »Óä Àë. ÈëÑâï ÍýÉÑ áâÒôÖtÒ Àë – ‘Êçð¼ 

Àë.’ Êçð¼Ìçï Ê×ôÌ »ÓÕçï áÌë Êçð¼ Àë Èë ÖtÒÌâë sÕä»âÓ »ÓÕâÉä ãÌÕâôÇ ÍýâãpÈÌä ÒâÝâÌâë ÍýâÓïÐ 
ÉâÒ Àë. Êçð¼ Àë ÈëÉä Êçð¼Ìä átÒïãÈ» ãÌÕöãÈ ÑâÃë ãÁÞâÖâ áÌë ÍÀä ÖâËÌâ ÍÇ ÉâÒ Àë.  
 áDÒâtÑÌâ ÍãÉ»Ìë Êçð¼ Áâ½ýÈ Óâ¼ë Àë, ÍýëÓÇâ áâÍë Àë, ÍÓÑÈtÕÌë ÍâÑÕâ ÑâÃë ÖÈÈ 
sÑÓÇ »ÓâÕë Àë. áDÒâtÑ ÒâÝâÌâ ÍýâÓïÐ ÑâÃë, ÖâÈtÒ ÑâÃë Êçð¼ áë» ÑèlÒÕâÌ áÌë ÖÚâÒ» 
ÍãÓÏÛ Àë.  
éÍÖïÚâÓ  
  éÍÓâë»È ÍýWÌâëÌâ ÁÕâÏ ÒÉâÉô ÖÑÁÒâ ÍÀä ÚÕë áâÍÇÌë »çïÈä‘Ìä Òâ¿ÌâÌä 
ÑÚ^ââ ÖÑÁâÒ Àë. áë» ãÕã×wÃ áâDÒâãtÑ» »âÓÇÖÓ Èëáâë ãÕÍãÈ ÒâÌë »ë Êçð¼Ìä Ñâï½Çä »Óë Àë. 
áâ »âÓÇ Àë. (1) Ð½ÕÊzÊ×ôÌ áÌë (2) Ñçã»È. »ëÃÔâ» »ÑÐâ½ä ‘Õâë ‘ÕÌÐÓ áãÈ Êçð¼ä Á 
ÓÚë Àë. ÑâÝ Êçð¼ DÕâÓâ Á áDÒâtÑÍÉÌâ ÍãÉ» ÏÌä Á ÁâÒ ÈëÑ ÁâëÕâÑâï áâÕÈçï ÌÉä. ÍÓïÈç 
Êçð¼Ìë ÒÉâÉô áâDÒâãtÑ» ÊãwÃ»âëÇÉä ÁâëÕâÑâï áâÕë Èâë Á Èë áâDÒâtÑä»ÒâÝâÑâï ÖÚâÒ» ÏÌä ×»ë 
Àë. Êçð¼ ÕäÓâëÌë ÕËç ÈëÁsÕä ÏÌâÕë Àë. ÍÓïÈç »âÒÓâëÌâ ‘ÕÌÌë ãÀnÌ ãÐnÌ ÍÇ »Óä ×»ë Àë. Êçð¼  
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ÖâË»âëÌë Ð½ÕâÌ ÈÓÎ ÊâëÓë Àë áÌë ÌâãsÈ»âëÌë ¾âëÓ ÌâãsÈ» ÈëÑÁ ÊäÌÚäÌ ÏÌâÕë Àë.  
 ãÕÍã^âáâëÌë Áâë éã¿È áÌë áâDÒâãtÑ» ÊãwÃ»âëÇÉä ÁâëÕâÑâï áâÕë Èâë Èë ÑâÌÕäÌë ¿âÓ ÈtÕâë 
áâÍë Àë.  

1. ÍãÓÍ»ÕÈâ - ãÕÍã^âáâë ÑâÌÕäÌë ËÅë Àë, ÍãÓÍ»Õ ÏÌâÕë Àë.  
2. áïÈÑçô¼Èâ - ÑâÌÕäÌë áïÈÑçô¼ ÏÌâÕë Àë, ÍâëÈâÌâ ãÕ×ë ãÕ¿âÓÕâ ÍëýÓë Àë.  

áâtÑâãÐÑç¼ áÌë áâtÑãÌÓäÜÇ »ÓÕâ ÍýëÓë Àë.  
3. Áâ½öÈ  - ãÕÍã^âáâë ÑâÌÕäÌë Áâ½öÈ ÏÌâÕë Àë áÌë  ÙëÒ ÈÉâ ÍýëÒÌâë   

  ÈÎâÕÈ ÖÑ‘ ÍâëÈâÌâ ½çÇÊâëØ ÁâÇä Áâ½öÈ ÏÌë Àë. 
4. ÍýëÓÇâ - ãÕÍã^âáâë ÑâÌÕäÌë Öçð¼Êçð¼Éä ÍÓ ÍÓâtÍÓ áÕsÉâ ÍýtÒë ÍýëÓë Àë, 

ÍýëÓÇâ áâÍë Àë áÌë ÍýëÓÇâÌë ÁâÛÕä Óâ¼ë Àë. åãn¨ÒâëÌë ÏÚâÓ ÊâëÅÈä 
áÃ»âÕä ÖèxÑ ÈÓÎ ÕâÛë Àë.  

 »çïÈä‘ ‘ÕÌÑâï ãÕÍã^âáâëÌä, Êçð¼âëÌä ÑÚ^ââ ÖÑÁë Àë, ÈëÉä Ð½ÕâÌ ÍâÖë ãÕÍã^âáâë 
Ñâ½ë Àë. Ð½ÕâÌ vÒâÖ ±ãØ Àë áÌë ±ãØÌçï áâ áâØôÊ×ôÌ Àë. ãÕÍã^âáâë áÌë Êçð¼âëÉä Ðâ½ÌâÓ 
áâÍÇë Áâë »çïÈä‘Ìä áâ Òâ¿Ìâ sÑÓÇÑâï Óâ¼äáë Èâë áâÍÇâ ‘ÕÌÑâï Êçð¼ áë» ÈÊzÌ ÌÕâ Á 
sÕ#Íë Íý½Ã É×ë, áë» áãÐÌÕ sÕ#Íë Ê×ôÌ áâÍ×ë.  
 áâÑ ÙäÑÊz Ðâ½ÕÈÌâ ÍýÉÑ s»ïËÑâï áâÕëÔä »çïÈäsÈçãÈÑâï »çïÈäÑâÈâ Ð½ÕâÌÌâ ÑâÚâtmÒÌçï 
ãÌ#ÍÇ »Óë Àë. »çïÈä‘ Ð½ÕâÌÌâ sÕ#ÍÌçï, Ð½ÕâÌë ÈëÑÌâ ÍÓ »ÓëÔä ãÕ×ëØ »öÍâáâëÌçï, 
Ð½ÕâÌÌä ÔäÔâáâëÌçï, Ð½ÕâÌÌâ áÕÈâÓÌâï »ëÃÔâï» »âÓÇâëÌçï, Ð½ÕâÌÌâ ¿ãÓÝÌâï ÙÕÇâãÊÌâ 
ÎÛÌçï, Ð½ÕâÌÌä áÌç½ýâÚ» ÖïãÌãËÌâ ÍýÐâÕ Õ½ëÓëÌçï ÕÇôÌ »Óë Àë. ÞâÌÍèÕô»Ìä ÊÆ Ðã»È 
Ð½ÕâÌÌâ ¿ÓÇ»ÑÛÌçï Ê×ôÌ »ÓâÕÌâÓä áÌë Èë DÕâÓâ ÍçÌÁúnÑÌâ Ê×ôÌÑâïÉä Ð»ÈÌä Ñçã»È 
»ÓâÕÌâÓä ÌäÕÅë Àë. ásÈç.  
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Leadership and Management - Relationship & Differences 

Prof kamlesh M. Goswami 
Adhyapak Sahayak 

Shri H.S.Shah College of Commerce, Modasa 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
        Leadership and management are the terms that are often considered synonymous. It is 
essential to understand that leadership is an essential part of effective management. As a crucial 
component of management, remarkable leadership behaviour stresses upon building an 
environment in which each and every employee develops and excels. Leadership is defined as 
the potential to influence and drive the group efforts towards the accomplishment of goals. This 
influence may originate from formal sources, such as that provided by acquisition of managerial 
position in an organization. 

       A manager must have traits of a leader, i.e., he must possess leadership qualities. Leaders 
develop and begin strategies that build and sustain competitive advantage. Organizations require 
robust leadership and robust management for optimal organizational efficiency. 

 Differences between Leadership and Management 

Leadership differs from management in a sense that: 

1. While managers lay down the structure and delegates authority and responsibility, leaders 
provides direction by developing the organizational vision and communicating it to the 
employees and inspiring them to achieve it.  

2. While management includes focus on planning, organizing, staffing, directing and 
controlling; leadership is mainly a part of directing function of management. Leaders 
focus on listening, building relationships, teamwork, inspiring, motivating and 
persuading the followers.  

3. While a leader gets his authority from his followers, a manager gets his authority by 
virtue of his position in the organization.  

4. While managers follow the organization’s policies and procedure, the leaders follow their 
own instinct.  

5. Management is more of science as the managers are exact, planned, standard, logical and 
more of mind. Leadership, on the other hand, is an art. In an organization, if the managers 
are required, then leaders are a must/essential.  

6. While management deals with the technical dimension in an organization or the job 
content; leadership deals with the people aspect in an organization.  
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7. While management measures/evaluates people by their name, past records, present 
performance; leadership sees and evaluates individuals as having potential for things that 
can’t be measured, i.e., it deals with future and the performance of people if their 
potential is fully extracted.  

8. If management is reactive, leadership is proactive.  
9. Management is based more on written communication, while leadership is based more on 

verbal communication.  

The organizations which are over managed and under-led do not perform up to the 
benchmark. Leadership accompanied by management sets a new direction and makes efficient 
use of resources to achieve it. Both leadership and management are essential for individual as 
well as organizational success. 

 Leader versus Manager 

“Leadership and managership are two synonymous terms” is an incorrect statement. 
Leadership doesn’t require any managerial position to act as a leader. On the other hand, a 
manager can be a true manager only if he has got the traits of leader in him. By virtue of his 
position, manager has to provide leadership to his group. A manager has to perform all five 
functions to achieve goals, i.e., Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Directing, and Controlling. 
Leadership is a part of these functions. Leadership as a general term is not related to 
managership. A person can be a leader by virtue of qualities in him. For example: leader of a 
club, class, welfare association, social organization, etc. Therefore, it is true to say that, “All 
managers are leaders, but all leaders are not managers.” 

A leader is one who influences the behavior and work of others in group efforts towards 
achievement of specified goals in a given situation. On the other hand, manager can be a true 
manager only if he has got traits of leader in him. Manager at all levels are expected to be the 
leaders of work groups so that subordinates willingly carry instructions and accept their 
guidance. A person can be a leader by virtue of all qualities in him. 

Leaders and Managers can be compared on the following basis: 

Basis Manager Leader 

Origin 
A person becomes a manager by 
virtue of his position. 

A person becomes a leader on basis of 
his personal qualities. 
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Formal Rights 
Manager has got formal rights in an 
organization because of his status. 

Rights are not available to a leader. 

Followers 
The subordinates are the followers 
of managers. 

The group of employees whom the 
leaders leads are his followers. 

Functions 
A manager performs all five 
functions of management. 

Leader influences people to work 
willingly for group objectives. 

Necessity 
A manager is very essential to a 
concern. 

A leader is required to create cordial 
relation between person working in 
and for organization. 

Stability It is more stable. Leadership is temporary. 

Mutual 
Relationship 

All managers are leaders. All leaders are not managers. 

Accountability 
Manager is accountable for self and 
subordinates behaviour and 
performance. 

Leaders have no well defined 
accountability. 

Concern 
A manager’s concern is 
organizational goals. 

A leader’s concern is group goals and 
member’s satisfaction. 

Followers 
People follow manager by virtue of 
job description. 

People follow them on voluntary 
basis. 

Role 
continuation 

A manager can continue in office 
till he performs his duties 
satisfactorily in congruence with 
organizational goals. 

A leader can maintain his position 
only through day to day wishes of 
followers. 

Sanctions 
Manager has command over 
allocation and distribution of 
sanctions. 

A leader has command over different 
sanctions and related task records. 
These sanctions are essentially of 
informal nature. 
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નાથસં દાયના ંસતંકિવઓઃ 
ડૉ. દનેશ ક. ભોયા 

________________________________________________________________________ 
નાથસં દાયના ંસતંકિવઓઃ 
    ર-૧ અખયૈો                ર-ર ુ ંગર રુ                     ર-3 ભરૈવનાથ 
    રઃ ૪ િ કમસાહબ          રઃ પ વૈલાબાવા                   રઃ ૬ સાઈંવલી 
 ર-૧ અખયૈો (ઈ.સ.૧૭૬ર આસપાસ)  

તૂનાથના િશ ય હતા. સૌરા ની ાનમાગ  સતંપરંપરામા ં તેમની તળપદ  શૈલી અને 
પક  
તૂનાથના િશ ય હતા. સૌરા ની ાનમાગ  સતંપરંપરામા ં તેમની તળપદ  શૈલી અને 
ુપક ગભવાણી યાનાકષક રહ  છેઃ 

સા  ુમેર ભાઈ, 
         ેમને ભલક મર એ ૭૪ 

ડયા વગર હમતથી માયા પી રા  સાથે ુ ધે ચડવા ુ ંછે. 
         બખતર બાધંી ન થઈએ આકારા, 

સઘીરા સધીરા ચલીએ, 
                                દલ ર સમ  ભર એ, 

    પૂ ુ ંએ નવ ડર એ ૭૫ 
       ુ ા તનો માગ િવકટ ચ.ે પણ ડયા વગર આગળ વધવા ુ ંછે. જો િશર સાટ પણ 
સત ુ ુ મળે તો પાછો પગ ન ભરવો જોઈએ. 

વ અને િશવના ઐ  ને સાધવાનો મમ બતાવતા કહ છેઃ 
     તૂનાથ ચરણ ેભણ ેર અખયૈો, 

તેજમા ંતેજ મળ એ. ૭૬ 
માયાને વશ છે તેવા વોને આપણા સતંોએ વતા નર કહ ને ઓળખા યા છે. આવા 

વતા નરના જ મ અન ેમરણના ફરા ટળતા નથી. આ વ નુે અખયૈાએ અવળ વાણીમા ં
યો ને વતં બતાવી છે. 
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યા ંર જો  યા ંનર વતા, 
                             મરલા ન મળે કોઈ 

પણ મરલાને જો મરલા મળે, 
     તો એને આવાગમન ન હોય. ૭૭ 

      કિવ કહ છે યા ંજો  યા ં ‘ ુ’ં ધાન હોય તેવા જ નર મળે છે. મનો ‘ ુ’ં મરાલ 
ગયો વા મરલા નથી. મળતા. ઓ મરલા છે તે જ કામ- ોધને ખાય છે. મરલાઓ મળે 
તો જ મ-મરણની યાિધ ટળ  ય. મરલાઓને ૃ નુો ભય નથી, તેથી કહ છેઃ 

વતા ને જોખમે ઘણા,ં મરલાને કોણ માર, 
જોખમ મટ  ગયો એને વ કો, ઈતો આવતા 

                     જમ પાછા વાળે-૭૮ 
ણ ે તઃકરણ િનમળ ક  ુછે, મનને ગાળ  ના ુ ંછે, તેવાઓ તો સતં સમાગમે ભવસાગર 

તર  ગયા છેઃ 
     તૂનાથ ચરણ ેઅખયૈો ભણ,ે 
      ણ ેલીધો સતંનો ઓળો, ૭૯ 
      ર-ર ુ ંગર રુ  (ઈ.સ.૧૯૦૦) 

       ભાવ રુ ના િશ ય. ગેબવાડ ના ગરવા રૂ ગાનાર તર ક તેમ ુ ં નામ નાથ 
સં દાયમા ંઅને સૌરા ની સતંવાણીમા ંમહ વ ુ ંર ુ ંછે, 
       ુ ંગર રુ ની વાણીમા ંયૌ ગક પ રભાષામા ંઆ યા મક અ ભુવ િન ુપાયો છે. 
     તેમના કટલાકં પદો હ દ -રાજ થાની અને કટલાકં િમ ભાષામા ંતો કટલાકં જુરાતી 
ભાષામા ંમળે છે. તેમ ુ ં િસ ધ પદ છે. 

દલ દ રયામ ૂબક  દણા, 
 મોતી ર લણેા ગોતી એ  

       ખારા સમદર મ છ પ બસન હ, 
     ભાત ભાતરા ંમોતી એ .૮૦ 
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       આ મ ાન પી મોતીને હાથ કર  લવેા ુ ં ચૂવે છે. આ મોતી વા ભુવેથી થશ ે
ુ તકો વાચંવાથી ન હ થાય. યાર દય પિવ  થશે અને નામજપ કરવાથી ર ુકંાર 

ઊઠશે યાર યોિતના ંદશન થશ.ે અને યોિત આ મ પી મોતીના દશન કરાવશેઃ 
 ર ુકંાર મ ઝ ુકંાર હ, 

   ઝ ુકંાર મ યોિત એ  
     એ યોિત અભપેદ હોતી, 
     વહા ંહ એક મોતી ર ૮૧ 

આ યોિતના આડ નવ ાર અને દસમી ખડક   તે ષુ ણા નાહ . આ નાડ  સત ુ ુ 
ૃપાથી લુ ેછે, તેમ દશાવી સત ુ ુના મ હમાને વધાર છેઃ 

                              નવ ારા, દસમી ખડક  
ખડક મ એક ખડક  એ  

   એ ખડક  કોઈ સત ુ ુ ખોલ ે
ૂ ંચી ઉનરા ઘર ક  ર. ૮ર 

યોગા ુભંવને ુ ંગર રુ એ અહ  પ ટ વણ યો છેઃ 
         ડાબી ગલા,, જમણી િપગલા, 

રુત રુત કર જોતી 
  દવ ુ ંગર રુ  બો લયા, 

    ુ  હરખ ેહાર પરોતી ૮3 
         ગલા િપગલામા ંવહતા ાણને અ યાસ દસમા ાર એટલ ેક ુ ુ ણા નાડ મા ં
વા હત કરવાથી ુ ંડ લની િૃત થાય છે. યાર મર ુ ં ાર લુ ે છે. અને યાર 

આ મ યોિત કાશી ઊઠ છે. 
ર-3 ભરૈવનાથ 
       ‘સત કર  વાણી’મા ં ી મકરંદ દવેએ ભરૈવનાથ ુ ં એક પદ સપંા દત ક  ુછે. અ ય 

ુ તકોમાથંી તેમના િવશે બી  કોઈ મા હતી મળ  શક  નથી. 
તેમ ુ ં િસ ધ પદ છેઃ 
ગણપત ગાઈ લ,ે સદાય ખુ પાઈ લ,ે 
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ુ ુ  મ યા છે ાની, મારા હ રજન  
પીઓને ેમરસ ણી ર હો .૮૪ 
      ગણપિત આ દ-અના દ દવ છે. તેમના મરણ વગર કોઈ પણ કાય ણૂ થ ુ ંનથી. 
સાધનામાગ પણ તેમ ુ ં જૂન-અચન એટ ુ ં જ ર  છે. તેથી ભરેવનાથ કહ છે ગણપિત 
ગાઈ લો અને ાની ુ ુ  મ યા છે, તો હ રરસનો અ તૃ યાલો પી લો. સ ુ ુ 
મ હમાને વણવતા કહ છેઃ 

સત ુ ુ મળે સાન સમ વ,ે 
              આતમની ઓળખાણી, મારા હ રજન.,૮૫ 

      ુ ુ ૃપાથી િશ યને આ માની ઓળખાણ થાય છે. અ ાન ૂર થાય છે. અને ભીતરમા ં
ઉ શ પથરાય છે. ભરેવનાથ કહ છે આ માગ કટલાક નર આ મિસ ધને પા યા છે, આ 
વ  ુમ સા  ુ ખુથેી ણી છેઃ 

સા ડુાની વાણીમે સદાય ખુ ણી 
બાવો બોલ ેવેણ  પર વાણી ર, ૮૬ 

‘વેણ પર વાણી’ એટલ ેપરાવાણી. પરાવાણીથી જ સાધકના દયકમળના તાળા લુ ેછે, 
યાર જ નો સા ા કાર થાય છેઃ 

કહ ર ભરૈવનાથ લુ ગયા ંતાળા ંતો, 
     અરસપરસ ઓળખાણી, મારા હ રજન.,૮૭ 

રઃ ૪ રામૈયો  
      ળૂનામ રામ, ડાગંર, વેલાબાવાના િશ ય હતા. તમેણ ે ગ ુમ હમાના પદોમા ં ુ ુ  
ય ક વના કટલાકં રંગો ક ુણભાવે કટ કર  સતંવાણીમા ંતાજગીનો અ ભુવ કરા યો છે.  

        લૂલે મન સમ વે બા ડો બાવો, 
લૂલે મન સમ વે ૮૮ 

     ુ ુને બા ડો બાવો કહ ને ઓળખાવતા કહ છે ભાન લૂલે મનવાળાને સમ વે છે. 
પરમા માના માગ ણ ેએક પણ કડો ૂટંયો નથી તેવાઓને ભણાવે છેઃ 

    એ ુ ં વ છ ના બોવો મતંર ન ણ,ે 
ઈ તો નાગણી ુ ંને નચાવે.૮૯ 
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        સપંદશ અને વ છ ના દંશ થવાથી ઝરે ચડ તેના મં ો સ ુ ુ ણતા નથી છતા ં
વાસના પી નાગણી ુનંા ઝરે ઉતારવામા ંસમથ છે.  
         ધમ ઉ સવ સમયે વહચવામા ં આવતો સાદ હાથમા ં રાખી િશ યના દયમા ં
ભ કતના ંનીરને વહાવે છેઃ 

વેલાને સરણ ેરામયો બો લયો, 
ઝીણા ઝીણા મે વરસાવે ૯0 

       વાસનાના ઝરેને િમટાવી આ મ ૃ ત કરાવે છે. અહ  ઝીણા ઝીણા મ તે 
આ મ ૃ તના આનદંને કટ કર ુ ં તીક છે. 
 રઃ પ વૈલાબાવા    
        ગરનાર   યોગી વાઘનાથના િશ ય હતા. ૂનાગઢ બા ુના હતા. કોળ  ાિતમા ં
િસ ધ થઈ ગયા.  
        ૂનાગઢમા ં સવંત ૧૯૯૭ હદવા રુાજ થાપશે, એવી ભિવ યવાણી ઉ ચાર ુ ં
તેમ ુ ં‘આગમ’  અને ૭ કડ ુ ં‘વૈરા યબોધ’ એમ બ ેરચનાઓ મળે છે.  
અ ય સતંકિવઓના આગમ કરતા તેમ ુ ંઆગમ સાયબા અને ચા ુડંા માતાના ઉ લખે 
કારણ ે ુ ં ુ  પડ છે.  
         શ ુઆતમા ં ગરનારનો મ હમા બતાવ, ગરનારમાથંી નકલકં  અવતાર ગટશે 
તમ કહ છે.  

ગરવામાથંી ગેબી ગશે ઝળક નવલખ ને , 
           ઓતર થક  સાયબો આવશે ભળેા મોટા મોટા જો ધા. ૯૧ 

હવે ચા ુડંાનો ઉ લખે કરતા કહ છેઃ 
સાવડં ચડશે રણવટ શીશ દ નુા ંદળવા, 

          ખાં ુને ખ પર લશેે હાથમા ંરગત દ યના ંપીવા. ૯ર 
ગુ પ રવતનની વાત કરતા કહ છે.  

             સવંત ઓગણતેર સતા ુમંા ંરાજ હદવા ુ ં હોશે, 
ગ યનો સેવક વેલો બાવો બો લયા 
ઘણી માથે ચમરછતર ઢળશે. ૯3 
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સતંકિવની ુ યેની, ધમ યનેી ધા અ ભ યકત થઈ છે. 
રઃ ૬ સાઈંવલી 
સાઈંવલી સૌરા  સભંાળનાર જસતં કિવ છે તેમ ભજનમા ંમમ ઓ કહ છે. 
     તેમની એક રચના મળ  છે. મા ંયોગની યા વણવી ા તનો માગ બતા યો 
છેઃ 

 પવનકા પરકાશ ભયા હ, 
 ઓહ ંઅલાઈ લ ેઅગ રુા, 

     અખડં ધામ મ વસે ુ ુ  મારા 
 વરસ ં રૂ િનરંજન કા. ૯૪ 

       ુ ુ ણાનાડ મા ં ાણ વેશના ાન ુપી કાશ થયો. અજપા પ જપવાથી 
સહ સારમા ં થર સ ુ ુ-પરમા માના અખડંધામને પામી શકાય છે. એટ ુ ંજ ન હ પણ 
તેમા ં િનરંતર વરસી રહલા રૂને એટલ ે ક તેજનો અ ભુવ થાય છે. માનવશર રને 
‘જય બચ કમલ’ કહ છે. જો સાધક યોગ કર તો આ કમળ નવ વ ુપને પામે છે. તેમા ં
અલખ ુ ુષ બરા  છે. તેના સં ણૂ િવકાસથી અલખ ુ ુષમા ા ત થાય છે.  અને પછ  
તો સાઈંવલી કહ છે તેમ આ માનવ શર રની ુ ંતાર ફ કરવાની ? 

   “તેરા બદનક  કયા  ક ુ ં તાર ફ ? 
જલહળ યોિત જલતી હ.” ૯૫ 

યોિતમા ં જ ા, િવ  ુઅને મહશ િન હત છે. તેમની જ ચચા થઈ રહ  છે. િુનઓ 
તેમ ુ ંજ યાન ધર  ર ા છેઃ 

“દશમ ુવારા ચોક  બઠે , િનરંજન ૂડંા ખડા યા 
   સ ય નામક  ચલ ેહવા ુ ંતરવેણી કુામ કયા.” ૯૬ 

યોગા યાસે સ યનામ – ુ  ં  .ં – તે ભાવે અનાયાસ સાધક માકાર િૃ ને પામે છે.  
  િ ટુ  પર રુતા ઠરાણી, 

ગગંા જ નુા દો ુ ંભેળ , 
  બચમ ભાગ હ ખુમણકા, 

િ ટુ મા ંપરવાહ દખા. ઘણા મેળા હ દવનકા ૯૭ 
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ગગંા-જ નુા એટલ ેઈડા અન ેિપગલા નાડ ઓ. ાણને વચલી નાડ  ુ ુ ણામા ંવહતો કય  
યાર, યા ંઆ માની િવ િૂતના દશન થયા. 
સહ ારમા ં થત દવના ંદશન થયા યાર અ તૃ ુ ંપાન ક ઃુ 

ુ ુ  ૃપાસે પુતી હો ગઈ, 
  ખૂા હતા કોઈ જન ુકંા. ૯૮ 

ુ ુ ૃપાથી આ મદશ થયા. અનેક જ મના ૂ યાનંે ૃ ત થઈ છે. 
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Performance Management - Meaning, System and Process 

GANESHBHAI C. NARBHAVAR 
(M.COM., B.ED., G-SET) 

________________________________________________________ 

Definition of Performance Management 

The role of HR in the present scenario has undergone a sea change and its focus is on evolving 
such functional strategies which enable successful implementation of the major corporate 
strategies. In a way, HR and corporate strategies function in alignment. Today, HR works 
towards facilitating and improving the performance of the employees by building a conducive 
work environment and providing maximum opportunities to the employees for participating in 
organizational planning and decision making process. 

Today, all the major activities of HR are driven towards development of high performance 
leaders and fostering employee motivation. So, it can be interpreted that the role of HR has 
evolved from merely an appraiser to a facilitator and an enabler. 

Performance management is the current buzzword and is the need in the current times of cut 
throat competition and the organizational battle for leadership. Performance management is a 
much broader and a complicated function of HR, as it encompasses activities such as joint 
goal setting, continuous progress review and frequent communication, feedback and 
coaching for improved performance, implementation of employee development 
programmes and rewarding achievements. 

The process of performance management starts with the joining of a new incumbent in a system 
and ends when an employee quits the organization. 

Performance management can be regarded as a systematic process by which the overall 
performance of an organization can be improved by improving the performance of individuals 
within a team framework. It is a means for promoting superior performance by communicating 
expectations, defining roles within a required competence framework and establishing 
achievable benchmarks. 

According to Armstrong and Baron (1998), Performance Management is both a strategic and an 
integrated approach to delivering successful results in organizations by improving the 
performance and developing the capabilities of teams and individuals. 
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The term performance management gained its popularity in early 1980’s when total quality 
management programs received utmost importance for achievement of superior standards and 
quality performance. Tools such as job design, leadership development, training and reward 
system received an equal impetus along with the traditional performance appraisal process in the 
new comprehensive and a much wider framework. Performance management is an ongoing 
communication process which is carried between the supervisors and the employees through out 
the year. The process is very much cyclical and continuous in nature. A performance 
management system includes the following actions. 

 Developing clear job descriptions and employee performance plans which includes the 
key result areas (KRA') and performance indicators.  

 Selection of right set of people by implementing an appropriate selection process.  
 Negotiating requirements and performance standards for measuring the outcome and 

overall productivity against the predefined benchmarks.  
 Providing continuous coaching and feedback during the period of delivery of 

performance.  
 Identifying the training and development needs by measuring the outcomes achieved 

against the set standards and implementing effective development programs for 
improvement.  

 Holding quarterly performance development discussions and evaluating employee 
performance on the basis of performance plans.  

 Designing effective compensation and reward systems for recognizing those employees 
who excel in their jobs by achieving the set standards in accordance with the performance 
plans or rather exceed the performance benchmarks.  

 Providing promotional/career development support and guidance to the employees.  
 Performing exit interviews for understanding the cause of employee discontentment and 

thereafter exit from an organization.  

A performance management process sets the platform for rewarding excellence by aligning 
individual employee accomplishments with the organization’s mission and objectives and 
making the employee and the organization understand the importance of a specific job in 
realizing outcomes. By establishing clear performance expectations which includes results, 
actions and behaviors, it helps the employees in understanding what exactly is expected out of 
their jobs and setting of standards help in eliminating those jobs which are of no use any longer. 
Through regular feedback and coaching, it provides an advantage of diagnosing the problems at 
an early stage and taking corrective actions. 
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To conclude, performance management can be regarded as a proactive system of managing 
employee performance for driving the individuals and the organizations towards desired 
performance and results. It’s about striking a harmonious alignment between individual and 
organizational objectives for accomplishment of excellence in performance. 

Objectives of Performance Management 

According to Lockett (1992), performance management aims at developing individuals with the 
required commitment and competencies for working towards the shared meaningful objectives 
within an organizational framework. 

Performance management frameworks are designed with the objective of improving both 
individual and organizational performance by identifying performance requirements, providing 
regular feedback and assisting the employees in their career development. 

Performance management aims at building a high performance culture for both the 
individuals and the teams so that they jointly take the responsibility of improving the 
business processes on a continuous basis and at the same time raise the competence bar by 
upgrading their own skills within a leadership framework. Its focus is on enabling goal 
clarity for making people do the right things in the right time. It may be said that the main 
objective of a performance management system is to achieve the capacity of the employees to 
the full potential in favor of both the employee and the organization, by defining the expectations 
in terms of roles, responsibilities and accountabilities, required competencies and the expected 
behaviors. 

The main goal of performance management is to ensure that the organization as a system and its 
subsystems work together in an integrated fashion for accomplishing optimum results or 
outcomes. 

The major objectives of performance management are discussed below: 

 To enable the employees towards achievement of superior standards of work 
performance.  

 To help the employees in identifying the knowledge and skills required for performing 
the job efficiently as this would drive their focus towards performing the right task in the 
right way.  
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 Boosting the performance of the employees by encouraging employee empowerment, 
motivation and implementation of an effective reward mechanism.  

 Promoting a two way system of communication between the supervisors and the 
employees for clarifying expectations about the roles and accountabilities, 
communicating the functional and organizational goals, providing a regular and a 
transparent feedback for improving employee performance and continuous coaching.  

 Identifying the barriers to effective performance and resolving those barriers through 
constant monitoring, coaching and development interventions.  

 Creating a basis for several administrative decisions strategic planning, succession 
planning, promotions and performance based payment.  

 Promoting personal growth and advancement in the career of the employees by helping 
them in acquiring the desired knowledge and skills.  

Some of the key concerns of a performance management system in an organization are: 

 Concerned with the output (the results achieved), outcomes, processes required for 
reaching the results and also the inputs (knowledge, skills and attitudes).  

 Concerned with measurement of results and review of progress in the achievement of set 
targets.  

 Concerned with defining business plans in advance for shaping a successful future.  
 Striving for continuous improvement and continuous development by creating a learning 

culture and an open system.  
 Concerned with establishing a culture of trust and mutual understanding that fosters free 

flow of communication at all levels in matters such as clarification of expectations and 
sharing of information on the core values of an organization which binds the team 
together.  

 Concerned with the provision of procedural fairness and transparency in the process of 
decision making.  

The performance management approach has become an indispensable tool in the hands of the 
corporates as it ensures that the people uphold the corporate values and tread in the path of 
accomplishment of the ultimate corporate vision and mission. It is a forward looking process as it 
involves both the supervisor and also the employee in a process of joint planning and goal setting 
in the beginning of the year. 
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Evolution of Performance Management 

The term performance management gained its importance from the times when the competitive 
pressures in the market place started rising and the organizations felt the need of introducing a 
comprehensive performance management process into their system for improving the overall 
productivity and performance effectiveness. 

The performance management process evolved in several phases. 

1. First Phase: The origin of performance management can be traced in the early 1960’s 
when the performance appraisal systems were in practice. During this period, Annual 
Confidential Reports (ACR’s) which was also known as Employee service Records 
were maintained for controlling the behaviors of the employees and these reports 
provided substantial information on the performance of the employees.  

Any negative comment or a remark in the ESR or ACR used to adversely affect the 
prospects of career growth of an employee. The assessments were usually done for ten 
traits on a five or a ten point rating scale basis. These traits were job knowledge, 
sincerity, dynamism, punctuality, leadership, loyalty, etc. The remarks of these reports 
were never communicated to the employees and strict confidentiality was maintained in 
the entire process. The employees used to remain in absolute darkness due to the absence 
of a transparent mechanism of feedback and communication. This system had suffered 
from many drawbacks. 

2. Second Phase: This phase continued from late 1960’s till early 1970’s, and the key 
hallmark of this phase was that whatever adverse remarks were incorporated in the 
performance reports were communicated to the employees so that they could take 
corrective actions for overcoming such deficiencies. In this process of appraising the 
performance, the reviewing officer used to enjoy a discretionary power of overruling the 
ratings given by the reporting officer. The employees usually used to get a formal written 
communication on their identified areas of improvements if the rating for any specific 
trait used to be below 33%.  

3. Third Phase: In this phase the term ACR was replaced by performance appraisal. One of 
the key changes that were introduced in this stage was that the employees were permitted 
to describe their accomplishments in the confidential performance reports. The 
employees were allowed to describe their accomplishments in the self appraisal forms in 
the end of a year. Besides inclusion of the traits in the rating scale, several new 
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components were considered by many organizations which could measure the 
productivity and performance of an employee in quantifiable terms such as targets 
achieved, etc. Certain organizations also introduced a new section on training needs in 
the appraisal form. However, the confidentiality element was still being maintained and 
the entire process continued to be control oriented instead of being development oriented.  

4. Fourth Phase: This phase started in mid 1970’s and its origin was in India as great 
business tycoons like Larsen & Toubro, followed by State Bank of India and many others 
introduced appreciable reforms in this field.  

In this phase, the appraisal process was more development driven, target based 
(performance based), participative and open instead of being treated as a confidential 
process. The system focused on performance planning, review and development of an 
employee by following a methodical approach. 

In the entire process, the appraisee (employee) and the reporting officer mutually decided 
upon the key result areas in the beginning of a year and reviewed it after every six 
months. In the review period various issues such as factors affecting the performance, 
training needs of an employee, newer targets and also the ratings were discussed with the 
appraisee in a collaborative environment. 

This phase was a welcoming change in the area of performance management and many 
organizations introduced a new HR department for taking care of the developmental 
issues of the organization. 

5. Fifth Phase: This phase was characterized by maturity in approach of handling people’s 
issues. It was more performance driven and emphasis was on development, planning and 
improvement. Utmost importance was given to culture building, team appraisals and 
quality circles were established for assessing the improvement in the overall employee 
productivity.  

The performance management system is still evolving and in the near future one may expect a 
far more objective and a transparent system. 
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A STUDY OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS PRINCIPALS HAVING 

UNDER EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT 

DAMOR CHHAYABEN  K. 

Ph.D. Research Scholar, GLS Uni.Ahmedabad 

________________________________________________________ 
Abstract of research: 

 This whole universe ya Brahmand is a stateless Institution. The things around us  

like trace the rivers the sea, the mountain the stars, the sun, the moon, a plant and various human 

groups each. are moving with the mysterious speed. We are getting degree of recumbence as it 

management, harmony of whole universe and concord is happening miraculously. We visualize 

unity, extinction in cosmos due to some invisible power. We can recognize this mysterious 

power as we want to recognize like supper natural power, Supreme Being power or well 

managed power. The result of forward March in physical development material development of 

the universe and progress of human being dwelling over it has given us the best example of 

management. Even in modern time in every professional institution and field management has 

obtained for most and compact management has become a general process like highest general 

factors in all form of organized like Education, Social, Army, Governmental, Medical, Factory, 

Panchayat etc. though they have at sight diversity in entanglement and size. 

 Kothari Commission has truly expressed that “The future of India is shaped in its 

classroom.”  A student studying the lessons of construction and mode in the classroom of 

education institute of India will be future citizen of India. We know that any institution cannot 

exist for a long time without a leader, can it possible without a leader to take the decision about 

the work management and daily activities of the institution? Impression of higher authority of 

any institution affect the entire institution when we look in the mirror we see our own reflection 

in the same way reflection of a person holding important place in the institution in seen in each 

factor of the institution. The principal is the soul heart of the school. It we state further he is the 

main foundation stone of school buildings. Therefore it is truly stated that: 

  “As is the head master, so is the school”  

 A principal can form discipline in school where else create indiscipline too. He  

5 
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even can raise the educational level of the school or may bring down too. Progress or decline, 

development or destruction, prosperity of rain of the school all depend on decision making 

behavior of the school principal.  

 A principal being a coordinator can do harmonious development of Institution by  

maintaining Equilibrium of all activities. The principal is the founder and clean maker of 

discipline and commen place of school. It is in the hands of principal to externalize and 

personalized objective and ideas. A principal is the sculptor of school. He is a director wizard of 

children. He does persons development or lives sculpture from the schoolyard marble. A 

sculptures wizard as his one desired and skill. In the same a principal sculpture wizard according 

to his own skills and ideology.  

 Children can be formulated properly if the principal is ingenious. As well  

deficiency in decision making behavior effect will reflect on children and management of school 

principal is the main organized of all works of school. A principal has to fore thought of various 

matters like what type of conversations to be organized which days to be collaborated? What 

type of fort to be organized? How and when to conduct the examination etc. during the program 

of whole year. A principle working with enthusiasm and inspiration provide a motivation point 

the men working under him. It all depends on principal to keep whole school atmosphere live, 

feeling in humanly vibrant with co education activities of school. A school administration 

become harmonious if the school principal is of experimental, morally, having an equal view 

point, phenomenal planning power, having management power, having equalities of leadership, 

always insisting in discipline informed with new trends. The power detector in students and 

teachers, charitable, ideas for humanity and successful teacher. 

1. Definition of words:  
1.1 Under educational achievement:  

When the result are declare of public examination of any standard after the examination  

conducted and very less marks are obtained then it is called under educational achievement. 

1.2 Study: 

 Study means any type of examination investigation meditative thinking or process  

of satisfying curiosity. It is a process of getting knowledge and obtaining information of thing for 

objective of something.  
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2. Objective of the research:  
 To know the opinions of principal regarding under achievement of secondary  

school having under educational achievement.  

3. Questions of the research:  
 How it will be the opinion of principal regarding Secondary School having under  

educational achievement.  

4. Importance of the research:  

 Education is a construct changing process. Educational research is the foundation 

of the education building. New research is needed in Education.  

 The research is intent to be done the study of secondary schools of north Gujarat 

having under educational achievement. So that it will come to know the actuality of 

result and who is the really responsible for poor result of the three student teachers 

and school viewing in benefits of students. 

 One will get experience of actual work of the exclusive and educational.  

 One will come to know of his own limitation. He experiences the environmental, 

realistic of physical features of the school which is very useful in his business.  

 This study will help the principal to know the teaching and exclusive work is 

school remaining properly or not and how difficult it is to face problems.  

5. Delimitation of the research: 
 This investigation is only pertaining to Standard 10 only.  

 This study is imitated only for secondary school of North Gujarat district Arvalli, 

Sabarkatha, Banaskantha, Mehsana, Patan and Gandhinagar. 

 The research use self constructed fix answer oriented questionnire for the principal. 

So due to this reason the limitation of tools become the limitation of the research.  

 In the present study opinion of Aravalli district principal are only use.  
 

6. Method of the research:  
 In the present study survey method is being used.  

7. Population and sample of the study: 
 In this study the principals of secondary school of 6 district of North Gujarat are  
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included as population, in which 50 principles of 50 schools of North Gujarat has been 

selected as sample.  
 

8. Tools of the research:  
 In the present study in order to know the opinion of principal self constructed fix 

answer oriented questionnaire has been made use.  

9. Data Collection procedure:  
 This research is regarding Secondary School of north Gujarati having under 

educational achievement, so the researcher went personally to the principal of school with 

self constructed questionnaire to get their opinion thus data is collected.  
 

10. Data analysis producer:  
 Percentage is method has been used for proper statistical analysis of data obtain 

through sample. Such as questionnaire was distributed in various selections. The number of 

total numbers and percentage where found in each section.  
 

11. The finding of the research:  
1. The ratio of qualified teachers in school where satisfied in average. 

2. Attendance of students in school was less and parents of the students wear often less  

 educated.  

3. Students are given assignment but it is found that students do not come with  

 completion of homework.  

4. Students are given educational guidance but it is found that students follow very less  

 to the educational guidance.  

5. Such schools principals remain attentive for the improvement of education.  
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A WORK WRITTEN BY A WOMAN: CANNONIZATION OF IT 
THROUGH AN ESSAY BY A WOMAN 

-PARVANI R.SHARMA 
M.A(ENGLISH)., B.ED., M.PHIL 

SHRI M.B.PATEL SCIENCE COLLEGE, ANAND 
 

INTRODUCTION: 
 

A WORK WRITTEN BY A WOMAN:   CANNONIZATION OF IT THROUGH AN 
ESSAY BY A WOMAN, it means my topic for presentation. “The Bluest Eye” by Toni 
Morrison and it’s interpretations with the magnifier glass of an essay by Elaine Showalter 
“Toward a Feministic Poetics”. Both the female writers try to give voice to the mute sufferings 
of God’s beautiful creation i.e a “woman”. Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye is a work which 
continues to proliferate the desire of the female obtains not only power, but a sense of place in 
the world. As Showalter shows her concern for the space for women and their powerful position 
through the medium of writing.  There are many novels works that provide us feminist point of 
view such as Beloved by Tony Morrison A Room of One’s Own by Virginia Woolf and The 
Colour Purple by Alice Walker. The Bluest Eye reveals the condition of African American 
women in a society, where a bud before blooming is masquerade by its own Gardner or say 
protector. 

 
Elaine Showalter in her essay talks about the sub-ordinate position of women in 

andocentric society, where they are suppressed in a way that they do not have enough courage to 
express their ideas and emotions. They are expected to agree not to argue. As Showalter 
mentions: 

“Traditionally women have been cast in the supporting rather than the starring roles of 
literary scholarship.”( P.g 128 Toward a Feminist Poetics). 

Like Showalter many feminist critics encouraged such as Woolf women to write 
something that becomes their medium of expression. The outcome of this is a wagon of the 
works we have which are written by women. Thus we have The Bluest Eye written by Nobel 
Laureate Tony Morrison. She has used a proper narrative technique. The book is divided into 
four sections—Autumn, Winter, Spring, and summer and through flash backs. The most 
beautiful aspect of the work is its use of Metaphors like-Blue eye, the seed, the barren land etc.   

The very first aspect closely connected with the women is always her physical 
appearance or say features, from Helen of the Troy to today’s Helen since prime age till today. It 
is one of her expected qualities.  

The primary difference between the male and female gaze in The Bluest Eye lies in its 
connection to sexual desire. Morrison connects the male gaze with sexual desire and 
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objectification of women. The scene of Pecola’s rape by her father Cholly illustrates this. 
Morrison presents the entire scene in terms of Cholly’s gaze on Pecola. 

 
“.. Cholly saw her dimly and could not tell what he saw or what he felt…… why did she 
have to look so whipped? … If he looked into her face, he would see those haunted, 
loving eyes.( p.g127) (African American review –Indiana state university  www.jstor.org)  
 

 When we are talking about women the second most important aspect we have to take in 
note is a view of her as a ‘sexual object'. We have an appropriate example from Morrison’s this 
novel Darlene a girl with whom Cholly had a sex becomes just a sexual object for White men 
only for their temporal pleasure, they can’t think even for a second how a poor girl feels, and that 
denotes a world of men where the feelings of women doesn’t matter at all. Showalter also 
indicates it with Robert Partlow understanding of Feminist criticism-‘Feminist criticism will 
naturally be obsessed with the phallus’ (p.g.126 Towards a Feministic Poetics). Thus, when one 
discusses the topic related to the women, sexuality can’t be overlooked because for women it is 
another form of suppression. 
   

Thus we have the scene where Pecola being raped by her own father. In same way in 
Alice Walker’s novel The Colour Purple Shelly is also raped by her step father but towards the 
end readers are getting positive point of view with Shelly’s independency with the help of other 
women. So, Shelly with the help of ‘sister hood’ survives and emerges as an independent being. 
But for Pecola there is no one who comes to rescue her and to take her out from that trauma, but 
leaves her to go insane. She an innocent girl being raped, and accused by the society: 

 
 “…. She carry some of the blame.” 
 “Oh,come on. She ain’t but twelve or so.” 
 “ Yeah. But you never know. How come she didn’t fight him?”(p.g149).  
 
It is very painful that a Woman cannot understand the sufferings of a woman. Instead of 
supporting her they are taunting her.  
 In her essay Showalter also throws light on this in the context of writing. She tells that 
under this patriarchal structure women thinks traditionally like men have made her to think. Here 
in “Towards a Feministic Poetics” this fact is divulged in the words of Mary Daly in fact she is 
talking about ‘Method’ but to prove my argument it seems suitable to me.   
 

 “Under patriarchy, ……even women have not been able to hear and formulate our 
own  questions, to meet our own experiences.”(p.g 127 Toward a Feministic Poetics). 

There is no doubt that she is speaking  about Method, that is used to understand the Feminist 
criticism, by quoting this I just wanted to suggest that there are some stage where even woman 
do not support a woman because they are indirectly following the male.  
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Pecola suffers not only because she is black and poor, but also because she is a female. 
The gender issue therefore becomes an important one in the novel.  All black women in The 
Bluest Eye experience dependency, repression, and alienation. All these women try to find 
meaning and fulfilment in different ways. While other women in the novel find fulfilment. Mrs. 
Macteer in looking after her family, Geraldine and Maureen Peal in trying to assume fake 
identities, Pauline in trying to fulfil the role of the ideal mammy. The women are subordinated to 
male but The Bluest Eye is a story of African American woman, so it shows us double 
marginalized condition of the women. They are abused by the outsider as well as at the hands of 
their own men. Whites lynched and raped them; the blacks came to look upon them as immoral 
beings. The black women, therefore, had no protection from the men of their own community.  
 

 In The Bluest Eye we observe that  the School boys teases Pecola and poor Pecola can’t 
fights back and at last Frieda comes to her rescue:  

 
 “Black e mo. Black e mo. Ya daddy sleeps nacked”.(p.g 50) 
 
Now question sparks our mind is that the boys are themselves are black so why are they teasing 
`Pecola?  Black boys’ hatred for black girls even though sharing the same features, it denotes 
their guilt or say their self hatred being worthless and black. So here comes double suppression 
of black women. Black Women have always fought two way battles at outside and 
simultaneously at home. 
 The suppression of the women begins at home. As Showalter argues that women are 
carrying sub-alter place. She gives the example of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Barrett’s identity 
was stifled by her husband Robert Browning, as Barrett herself admits that- 
 

“…it may be better not to bring out the two works together.”(P133 Toward a Feministic 
Poetics) 
 

 There are very few who can accept their woman as an individual having their own ideas 
and capacities. If talking about creative writing by women they always suppressed by 
andocentric world, their work strongly criticised by male. That’s why may be the women had 
adapted the pseudo name of man and followed their path of writing for acceptance by the critics 
as well as the outside world which is‘patriarchal , which is criticised by Showalter as a phase of 
‘feminine. As we have well-known example of George Eliot. Morrison also narrates this fact 
through her characters they are also voiceless in this society where there is no one who wants to 
listen their sufferings and for that Pecola created an imagined ‘one’ with whom she can share her  
pain.   

Showalter is asking the same question that where is the place for female. She argues that 
women can find their own place in male dominated world through the medium of writing. She 
also suggests that Her work should not be an imitative and only blind protest of ‘patriarchy’ but a 
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work that colours imagination and inspiration of her work which is coined as “gynocritics” 
.Thus, Showalter coined that term to give new frame to the Feminist criticism; gynocritics is 
more self contained and experimental, with connections to other modes of new feminist research. 
Showalter explains her term very accurately: 

“In contrast to [an] angry or loving fixation on male literature, the program of gynocritics 
is to construct a female framework for the analysis of women’s literature, to develop new 
models based on the study of female experience, rather than to adapt male models and 
theorie” (New, 131). 
 
It (gynocritics) is not playing a role of eraser which erases the difference between male 

and female writing. So with the new frame work for the analysis of women’s literature 
Morrison’s writing can be judged with this given model of ‘gynocritics’. Showalter provides a 
new to look Women’s writing without any bias. If taking consideration Morrison we must not 
look her as that she is woman that’s why she is speaking on behalf of women.  We have to go 
through her work as a part of her experiences, expressions and experiments without looking it 
from traditional male models and theories. 

 
 In the context of Morrison’s writing, it seems true that it is not imitative.  She is 

experimenting with her writing and her experiments become fruitful in the way of her conveying 
the massage. She is selecting a form of writing that is peculiar to its particular society. She is 
using the medium of narrator –Claudia, when the story starts Claudia narrates it as an adult using 
flashback technique. But while story moves further Claudia also takes part in the story as a child. 
So we have two visions of looking to a story first from an adult’s point of view and second as a 
child. She is using the language i.e also peculiar, to its narration, she has used many inverted 
comma to comprise the sentences and by through creating more possibilities for meanings. Thus 
the writing style of Morrison in ‘The Bluest Eye’ is not certainly imitative but innovative.  

 
Elaine Showalter finds the discussion of women as a writer a highly debatable topic; it 

becomes necessary to judge Morrison keeping this view in mind. She is very vocal about how 
she wants her work to be interpreted and the messages she wishes to convey to her audience. 
Showalter in her “A Literature of Their Own” introduces three phases of women writing and that 
are-  
 
The Feminine Phase 1840-1880 It is a phase of imitation of the prevailing modes of the 
dominant traditional internalization of its standards of art and its views on social roles. p.g 13 
(Feminist Literary Theory). The distinct quality of this period is the act of hiring the male pseudo 
name. 
The Feminist Phase 1880-1920 .This phase of protest against these standards and values, and 
advocacy of minority rights and values, including a demand for autonomy.p.g13 (Feminist 
Literary Theory).  
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The Female Phase 1920… Showalter says, “women reject both imitation and protest—two 
forms of dependency—and turn instead to female experience as the source of an autonomous 
art”(p.g 139 Toward a Feministic Poetics).  

Female Phase focuses on self discovery that means using writing as a mode of self 
expression. Women has to get back their voice to describe their art by using any theme, genres, 
language that it has ability to put forward their feelings. 
  
In that way, Morrison is following the third phase which is ‘Female’ as I have mentioned before 
she is not imitating or hiding herself behind any curtain of pseudo name and she is also not 
rejecting male theory at all. She is just following a way that can lead her to her final destination 
and that is a search of a space for Black women in the world which is ruled over by male for 
century. She is conveying the idea through her writing not Feminine- alike female nor Feminist- 
criticism on female or by the female, but be just a FEMALE  
Conclusion:  

Showalter encompasses many authors’ point of views related to ‘Feminist Criticism’ and 
her own views under an umbrella of her essay, “Toward a Feministic Poetics”. My paper is an 
endeavour to present before you The Bluest Eye by Morrison keeping those ideas in mind, but 
there are some points that are not fitting well such as the first two phases. But Showalter’s aims 
of ‘autonomous art’ and ‘self-discovery’ are fulfilled in some extent in the writing of Morrison in 
her novel The Bluest Eye. 
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